
DEEP-CLEAN TWICE A DAY 
Wash face morning and night with a cleanser 
containing grime-dissolving primrose oil, which 
cleans without stripping moisture. Prone to acne? 
"Try a cleansing gel with exfoliating salicylic 
acid," says Kristen Bell's facialist Kate Somerville. 

Burt's Bees 
GelCleanser with 

salicylic acid, 
$10, target. com 

GENTLY EXFOLIATE 
EVERY OTHER DAY 

DO AN AT-HOME 
GLYCOLIC PEEL 

Consistent sloughing clears por.es 
of dirt and oil, which can accu
mulate during summer's humidity 
and heat. "Opt for a gentle fruit 
acid-based exfoliant, which natu
rally polishes the surface without 
aggravating skin," says Naomi Watts' 
dermatologist David Colbert. 

USE A FLUID SUNSCREEN 

To keep your complexion radiant, 
use a glycolic peel once a week. 
"Peels quickly dissolve dead cells 
that leave skin looking dull," says 
Gwyneth Paltrow's skin guru Sonya 
Dakar. For sensitive skin, opt for 
a peel with lactic acid, which is 
less irritating. 

AHA 
Brazilian Peel 

with glycolic acai 
antioxidants, 
$78, sephora 

"Most SPF creams don't absorb easily when 
it's hot because they contain more oil," says 
Somerville. "Thinner formulas penetrate 
faster and won't clog pores." 

Zap blemishes with a 
serum containing salicylic 
acid. "It kills bacteria and 
reduces inflammation 
quickly;' says Colbert. 
Apply on pimples (under 
or over makeup) up to 
three times a day. 

Clean Scene Crazy for 
Clear Spot Treatment by Murad, 

$16, mycleanscene.com 

CONCEALTROUBLESP01S 
Cover up imperfections by dabbing on a 
light concealer. "Or try a tinted sunscreen, 
which will hide dark spots while protecting 
from future damage," says Somerville. 

TREND WATCH 
EAT, PRAY, LOVE PERFUMES 
Scents from around the world! Whitney 
Port and other stars are spritzing on 
Fresh's newest collection of fragrances, 
based on Eat, Pray, 
Love, the bestseller 
that is now a Julia 
Roberts flick. The 
set includes three 
perfumes inspired 
by gourmand Italy, 
spicy India and 
sultry Indonesia. 

... Fresh Eat, Pray, Love eau de parfums, 
$32 each, fresh. com 

STRAWBERRY BLONDE lOCKS! 
Seeing red! Michelle Williams, Kristen 
Stewart, Christina Aguilera and other 
leading ladies are showing off rosy
hued hair. liThe shade is a fun take 
on brightening up for summer," 
Stewart's colorist Marie Robinson 

tells Us of the trend. 
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